We calculate the divergent part of the one-loop effective action for f (R) gravity on an arbitrary background manifold. Our result generalizes previous results for quantum corrections in f (R) gravity, which have been limited to spaces of constant curvature. We discuss a new technical aspect connected to operators with degenerate principal symbol. Our result has important applications in cosmology and allows to study the quantum equivalence between f (R) theories and scalar-tensor theories.
I. INTRODUCTION
Together with scalar-tensor theories, f (R) theories provide the most important cosmological models for the early and late time acceleration of the Universe [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
As any modification of general relativity with higher curvature invariants, also f (R) gravity involves higherderivatives [6] [7] [8] . While fourth-order gravity, which takes into account all quadratic curvature invariants, is perturbatively renormalizable, it suffers from problems with unitarity due to the appearance of a massive spin-two ghost in the spectrum [6] . In contrast, f (R) theories only propagate the additional scalar degree of freedom-the "scalaron" [9] . Therefore, f (R) theories avoid the classical Ostrogradski instability and the associated problem with unitarity violation at the quantum level [10] -at least within a truncated effective field theory framework.
The calculation of the quantum effective action for theories of gravity has important applications in cosmological models. In particular, knowledge of the divergent part of the effective action allows to study the renormalization group (RG) improvement of these models. In the context of general scalar-tensor theories, the one-loop divergences have been calculated in [11] [12] [13] . These results are important for the RG properties of inflationary models such as nonminimal Higgs inflation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , whose inflationary predictions for a large nonminimal coupling are almost indistinguishable from Starobinsky's quadratic f (R) model of inflation [9, 22, 23] . This is a particular manifestation of the fact that f (R) theories admit an equivalent scalar-tensor theory formulation at the classical level. This equivalence can be probed at the quantum level, similarly to the analysis for different parametrizations of scalar-tensor theories [24] .
Perturbative calculations of ultraviolet (UV) divergences in theories of gravity have a quite long history, starting with the one-loop result for Einstein gravity, minimally coupled to a free scalar field [25] . The result was extended to Einstein gravity with a cosmological constant in [26] and to Einstein gravity at the two-loop level * christian.steinwachs@physik.uni-freiburg.de in [27, 28] . The one-loop divergences for renormalizable higher-derivative gravity were calculated in [29, 30] . The one-loop effective action for f (R) theories on a de Sitter background has been calculated in [31] . In this paper we generalize the calculation for the one-loop divergences in f (R) gravity to an arbitrary background.
A nonperturbative approach to quantum gravity is the asymptotic safety program, initiated in [32, 33] . The main tool to test the asymptotic safety conjecture is the effective averaged action, which satisfies an exact functional renormalization group equation (ERGE) [34] [35] [36] . Practical calculations, however, are limited to truncations restricting the set of operators in the effective averaged action. Various f (R) truncations of increasing complexity, up to closed flow equations for f (R) gravity, have been obtained [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . So far, calculations for a general function f (R), have been limited to spaces of constant curvature. Since these calculations share many technical aspects of perturbative one-loop calculations, the method for general backgrounds, introduced in this paper, might also find applications in the context of the ERGE.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we comment on the special structure of the principal symbol, outline our strategy of calculation, perform the gaugefixing and derive the fluctuation operator and ghost operator. In Sec. III, we show that the calculation of the oneloop divergences reduces to the evaluation of the three functional traces: a standard tensor trace, a standard vector trace and non-standard scalar trace. In Sec. IV, we present our main result for the one-loop divergences and its on shell reduction. In Sec. V, we check our result by independent calculations on a de Sitter background. In Sec. VI, we compare our result with previous calculations in f (R) gravity. Finally, in Sec. VII, we summarize our results and give a brief outlook on possible applications.
Technical details are provided in several appendixes. In Appendix A we introduce our notations, the general formalism, calculational tools and a collection of universal functional traces. Appendix B contains the tensorial coefficients of two differential operators. In Appendix C, we provide a set of integration by parts identities and present the final result in different bases. Finally, in Appendix D we collect results for traces over symmetric transversal-traceless tensors and transverse vectors.
II. f (R) GRAVITY ON ARBITRARY BACKGROUNDS
The Euclidean action functional for f (R) gravity in four dimensions reads
The linear metric perturbations h µν around a fixed but arbitrary backgroundḡ µν are defined by
In what follows, we omit the bars over background quantities. We denote derivatives of the function f with respect to its argument by a subindex
A. Equations of motion
For the first variation of the action (1) we find
The extremal tensor is defined as
We reserve the "semicolon-postfix" notation to indicate that covariant derivatives only act on the object they are attached to. In contrast, the "prefix" notation indicates that derivatives act on everything to their right. The classical equations of motion for the background ("on shell" condition) are satisfied, if E µν = 0. The trace of the extremal is defined as
The invariance of the action (1) under diffeomorphisms implies E µν ;µ = 0. It is natural to define the rescaled extremal tensor E µν and its trace E, which are homogeneous functions of degree zero in f and its derivatives f n ,
B. Hessian and degeneracy of the principal symbol
The second variation of the action (1) can be written in the suggestive form
From (8), it is obvious that the Hessian in f (R) gravity leads to a fourth-order operator (for f 2 = 0), as f (R) is a function of the undifferentiated Ricci scalar R only. The special structure of the second variation shows that all fourth-order derivatives are included in the f 2 (δ g R) 2 term in the first line. Up to the overall factor f 1 , the expression in the second line resembles the second variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action. The last line reduces to a cosmological constant in the Einstein-Hilbert case 1 :
It is well-known that the introduction of higher time derivatives leads to additional propagating degrees of freedom [47] . In addition to the massless graviton, quadratic curvature invariants generically lead to a massive scalar mode, the scalaron, and a ghostlike massive graviton [6, 8] . The appearance of higher-derivative ghosts in the quantum theory is related to Ostrogradski's theorem [10] . Among the higher-derivative models of gravity, f (R) gravity is special, as it only propagates the extra scalar mode and therefore avoids the ghost problem [10] . Note that Ostrogradski's theorem does not apply to f (R) gravity as the proposition of nondegeneracy is violated [10] . Whether a given theory is degenerate or not depends on its highest derivative structure. This structure is encoded in the principal part D(∇) of the fluctuation operator F(∇), defined in (A10),
where, as explained in Appendix A 3, we collect all lowerderivative parts in the operator Π. The degeneracy of D can have different origins. For gauge theories, the operator, derived from the Hessian of the action S, is always degenerate. Therefore, a gauge-fixing procedure is required to break the gauge degeneracy. But even if the total gauge-fixed operator is nondegenerate, its principal part can still be degenerate. This is exactly the case for f (R) gravity, where the principal part D of the fluctuation operator F arises from the f 2 (δ g R) 2 structure in (8),
Here, γ µν,αβ is the inverse of the bundle metric (A8).
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The corresponding principal symbol is obtained by replacing derivatives ∇ µ by a constant vector i n µ ,
where n 2 = g µν n µ n ν . The dyadic structure of the principal symbol leads to its degeneracy det D ρσ µν (n) = 0 and reflects the fact that only the conformal mode propagates with higher-derivatives-not the other components of h µν . If we had included other curvature invariants, such as R µν R µν or R µνρσ R µνρσ , in the action (1), the principal symbol would, in addition to the structures present in (12) , contain structures of the form
In this case, the transversal-traceless components of h µν would propagate also with higher-derivatives. In particular, the "identity" structure δ µν ρσ n 4 , induced by curvature invariants such as R µν R µν , necessary for the principal symbol to be invertible, would lead to the propagation of the additional massive spin-two ghost [6] .
The degeneracy of the principal symbol explains why the Ostrogradski instability is avoided in f (R) gravity, but it raises another problem. In order to obtain the Green's function G = −1/F , the operator F needs to be inverted. In general, an exact inversion of F is impossible. However, the UV dominant contributions to G can be obtained in perturbations
Even if the total operator F is invertible, this perturbative expansion is not available if D is degenerate. Therefore, in this respect the situation for f (R) gravity is even more complicated than in fourth-order gravity, where the presence of the R µν R µν structure ensures that the principal symbol is nondegenerate and standard methods are applicable [30] .
In [48] , two methods are proposed to deal with such a degenerate principal symbol. The first method is based on the inclusion of lower-derivative structures in the definition of the principal part, in order to explicitly break its degeneracy. But even if the extended principal symbol satisfies the "generalized causality condition" [48] , it is not guaranteed that the generalized Schwinger-DeWitt formalism is efficient.
The second method is the "method of squaring" [48] , which is however difficult to realize if components of a relativistic field enter the fluctuation operator with a different number of derivatives. While the irreducible decomposition of h µν generally leads to essential simplification in the derivative structure of the individual components, at the same time the fluctuation operator F becomes matrix valued. Apart from this complication, the irreducible components are subjected to differential constraints. In particular, this means that functional traces have to be evaluated over constraint fields, which, in curved spacetime, requires the use of complicated nonlocal projection operators; see e.g. [49, 50] . Therefore this method has been almost exclusively applied to highly symmetric backgrounds such as de Sitter space; see e.g. [31, 51] .
In this paper, we propose a different strategy, which exploits the dyadic structure of the principal part (12) . In fact, the problems that arise from the degenerate principal symbol in the standard methods lead to a simplification in our approach. It allows us to reduce the calculation to the evaluation of three functional traces-without the aforementioned complications associated with the decomposition of the field h µν .
C. Relevant operators

Gauge fixing and ghost operator
Gauge transformations of the dynamical field h µν correspond to diffeomorphisms, infinitesimally generated by the Lie derivative L ξ along the vector field ξ µ ,
We choose an extension of the de Donder gauge condition
which includes a term linear in
The gauge breaking action is given by
The compensating ghost action reads
where the ghost operator Q derives from (16),
Fluctuation operator
The fluctuation operator of f (R) gravity F : F 2 → F 2 , defined by the Hessian of the gauge-fixed action S tot = S + S gb , is a local, nonminimal fourth-order differential operator with components
It can be represented in the form
The individual operators, appearing in (22), are explained below. The operator A : F 2 → F 0 is defined in terms of the operatorĀ :
The operatorĀ, in turn, is defined by the first variation of the Ricci scalar
In view of the definition (23), the components of A involve extra terms compared to the components ofĀ,
As explained in (A5), the formal adjoint
The components of A † can be expressed in terms of the components ofĀ,
The formally self-adjoint, minimal second-order operator H :
The potential is defined by
III. CALCULATION OF THE ONE-LOOP DIVERGENCES
The divergent part of the one-loop effective action is the sum of the following traces:
We rearrange the tensor trace in (31) as follows
In the third equality we have used that for two operators L 1 and L 2 , we can formally write
For the Einstein-Hilbert case, f 2 = 0, the first trace in (32) vanishes and (31) reduces to
In this case, the fourth-order operator F reduces to a second-order operator and the additional scalar degree of freedom is absent. For f 2 = 0, we convert the first trace in (32) into a scalar trace,
where S is the nonlocal scalar operator
Formally, the identity (35) is derived by expanding the logarithm, using the cyclic property of the trace and resumming the terms again. Note that this manipulation relies on the dyadic nature of the A † A structure. In this way, (31) , which involves the trace of the nonminimal fourth-order operator F, reduces to
The tensor and vector traces are easily evaluated by standard methods; see Appendix A 2. The evaluation of the scalar trace constitutes the nontrivial part of the calculation as the operator S involves the inverse of H. In the following subsections, we separately calculate the tensor trace, the vector trace and the scalar trace in (37) .
A. Divergent part of the tensor trace
The tensor trace in (37) is calculated directly by the Schwinger-DeWitt algorithm (A14), as H is a minimal second-order operator
Inserting the potential P, defined in (30) and the bundle curvature R µν , provided in Table I , into the general formula (A14), we obtain
The Gauss-Bonnet term is defined as
B. Divergent part of the vector trace
In contrast to H, the ghost operator Q is not yet of the form (A13), suitable for a direct application of the Schwinger-DeWitt algorithm (A14), as it contains terms linear in derivatives. We write (20) as
where the coefficients of Ω µ and U are given by
By redefining the covariant derivative ∇ ′ µ = ∇ µ + Ω µ , the operator is brought into standard form,
at the price of a modified potential and bundle curvature:
Inserting the minimal second-order operator (43) together with (45) into the general formula (A14), we obtain the divergent contribution of the ghost trace:
C. Divergent part of the scalar trace
It remains to calculate the scalar trace in (37) . The operator S involves a nonlocal part due to the inverse of the operator H. Therefore, the functional trace cannot be evaluated directly with (A14). Nevertheless, S is a scalar operator,
with principal part 3∆ and lower-derivative terms O(M), which we treat as perturbations. For the divergent part in four dimensions, it is sufficient to expand up to O M 4 . In order to determine the terms O(M) in (47) explicitly, we make use of the following operator identity:
The minimal operator K : F 0 → F 0 is defined as
The operator B : F 2 → F 0 and its adjoint B † : F 2 → F 0 are second-order operators, which are O M 2 . This property is crucial for the efficient use of the operator identity (48) . In components, B and B † read
where the coefficients B i = O(M i ) are local background tensors and explicitly presented in (B1)-(B3). We use the identity (48) and its adjoint to write
Next, we define the sixth-order operator X :
Using the property (33), we write (52) in the compact form
In components, the operator X reads
The coefficients X i = O M i are totally symmetric local background tensors. The formal self-adjointness of X leads to essential simplifications: the term linear in the background dimension is absent, such that the perturbative expansion starts with X
only has two free indices instead of four, as two derivatives in (55) are contracted into a Laplacian ∆. The explicit coefficients X i can be found in (B4)-(B6).
In order to extract the divergent part of the trace (54), we first treat the nonlocal term as perturbation and expand the logarithm up to terms O(M 4 ),
Since the second trace in (56) is already O M 4 , we freely commute all operators, use
and reduce (56) to the following functional trace:
Here, U (4, 4) ρσγδ denotes a universal functional trace, defined in Appendix A 3. Next, we extract the divergent part from the first trace in (56) . We insert the representation (55) for X, expand the logarithm around ∆ 3 up to O(M 4 ) and obtain again a sum of universal functional traces,
The trace including K in (54) 
IV. ONE-LOOP DIVERGENCES ON ARBITRARY BACKGROUNDS -FINAL RESULT
According to (37) , we add the partial results for the tensor trace (39), the vector trace (46) and the scalar trace (60) to obtain the final result for the divergent part of the one-loop divergences for f (R) gravity on an arbitrary background.
Note that all invariants must be homogeneous functions of degree zero under simultaneous rescaling of the function f and its derivatives. Below, we present the final result in terms of curvature and Υ-structures:
This constitutes our main result. The result expressed in terms of different invariants, which are better suited for the reduction to the on shell divergences and the reduction to spaces of constant curvature, are presented in Appendix C. As expected on general grounds, the one-loop divergences contain up to four derivatives of the Ricci scalar. The presence of the curvature squared structures proportional to G and R µν R µν and the derivative structures in the second and third line just confirm explicitly that f (R) gravity is perturbatively nonrenormalizable. In the form (C9), the on shell reduction is trivially performed by setting E µν = 0,
Note that R ∆ ln f 1 is the only derivative structure that survives the on shell reduction.
V. f (R) GRAVITY ON A DE SITTER BACKGROUND
The Riemann curvature tensor of a maximally symmetric space is given in terms of the constant scalar curvature R 0 ,
In particular, we have Υ µ = 0. Euclidean de Sitter space in four dimensions is a sphere S 4 of constant radius r 0 ,
The volume V (S 4 ) is given by
A. One-loop divergences: Reduction to de Sitter space
For the off-shell one-loop divergences in the basis (C13), the reduction to a constant curvature background becomes trivial:
The subsequent on shell reduction is performed by noting that on spaces of constant curvature, the on shell relation (6) reduces to the algebraic equation
Inserting (67) into (66) we obtain the on shell one-loop divergences on a de Sitter background:
B. One-loop divergences: Direct calculation
Beside the reduction of the one-loop divergences to de Sitter space, it is instructive to repeat the calculation directly in de Sitter space. On a de Sitter background, the operators (29), (20) , (23) and (36) reduce to
where P µν (0) αβ in (30) reduces to the constant potential
In view of the simple minimal second-order operators H 0 and Q 0 , the calculation of the divergent parts of the tensor trace (39) and the vector trace (46) is calculated directly with (A14),
In particular, the operator identity (48) essentially simplifies, as B 0 = 0 on a space of constant curvature
Therefore, by using (76), the evaluation of the scalar trace becomes very simple
The product A 0 A † 0 factorizes into two minimal secondorder operators,
Combining (77) with (78), we find
The off-shell divergences of the traces in (79) are extracted by the generalized Schwinger-DeWitt formalism [48] . On shell, the fourth-order operator in the first trace of (79) factorizes into two second-order operators, one of which cancels the contribution from the second trace
Combining (74), (75) and (79), the one-loop divergences directly calculated on a de Sitter background read
This agrees with the off-shell one-loop divergences (66), which were obtained by reducing the result for an arbitrary background (C13).
C. One-loop divergences: Irreducible decomposition
An independent calculation for the off-shell divergences is obtained by making use of the decomposition of h µν into its irreducible components:
Here, h ⊥ µν is a symmetric transverse-traceless tensor, h = g µν h µν is the trace, v ⊥ µ is a transversal vector and b the longitudinal scalar, which are subjected to the differential constraints
This decomposition is particularly useful on a de Sitter background for two reasons. First, the fluctuation operator acquires a simple, almost diagonal, block form. Second, the projection operators, required in the functional traces over the invariant subspaces, are significantly less complicated than on general backgrounds. Under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism (15) , generated by the vector ξ µ = ξ ⊥ µ + ∇ µ ξ with ∇ µ ξ ⊥ µ = 0, the field h µν transforms as
Therefore, the individual components change as
Clearly, h are not. Note that the decomposition in the scalar sector of (82) is not unique. Alternatively, we could choose a basis in which the gauge invariant physical components become manifest. We can eliminate the trace h in favor of the conformal mode σ, which is defined as the gauge invariant combination,
(86)
Fluctuation operator
The irreducible decomposition (82) suggests the change of variables
where now each component is considered as an independent field. The fluctuation operator on de Sitter space F 0 then acquires the block matrix form
The individual components are given by
The change of variables for differentially constrained fields leads to additional functional determinants from the Jacobian J h , which is extracted from
The Jacobian block operator J h , understood as acting on a vector (87), reads
Ghost operator
A similar decomposition is carried out for the ghost sector. The (anti)ghost fields decompose as
In analogy to the previous subsection, we find for the block matrices of the ghost operator and ghost Jacobian
Evaluation of traces
The one-loop divergences for (88) decompose into the sum of traces over transverse-traceless tensors, transverse vectors and scalars:
The transversal-traceless tensor trace and transversal vector traces are given by
On a de Sitter background, all operators in the scalar trace commute with each other and we evaluate the trace of the scalar block operator as Tr ln
Here, F s := F hh F bb − F hb F bh is a scalar operator of order ten. The scalar trace in (102) decomposes into the following sum of scalar traces:
Note that the last scalar trace is identical to the first trace in (79). Similarly, the divergent contribution from the Jacobian (95) is given by
A prime on a trace indicates the subtraction of the modes associated with the lowest eigenvalue. Apart from these modes, there is a cancellation of contributions from the fluctuation operator (101) and (103) with contributions from (104). The ghost trace decomposes as
Again, the contribution of the Jacobian cancels one of the traces in (105) up to zero modes:
The evaluation of the nontrivial traces in (100), (101) and (103) can be found in Appendix D. Altogether, the divergent part of the one-loop effective action on a de Sitter background, obtained in terms of the irreducible decomposition, reads
The total number of zero modes and negative modes is given by
where the traces in (104) contribute ten zero modes, five negative modes and one zero mode to N (J h ), respectively, while the trace in (106) contributes one zero mode to N (J ω ); see e.g. Table 8 in [51] . 5 Inserting (108) into (107), the result coincides with (66). 5 These modes are related to the symmetries of the de Sitter background; see e.g. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] for more details.
VI. CHECKS AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS
A. Comparison with one-loop calculation for Einstein gravity with a cosmological constant
General relativity with a cosmological constant corresponds to the special case of (1) with
where Λ is the cosmological constant and M P the Planck mass. In particular, we have
As noted before, in this case the scalar contribution is absent from the divergent part of the effective action (34), which allows us to test the tensor and vector contributions by comparing them to previous calculations performed in [25, 26, 48] . Using (39) and (46), the result for the one-loop divergences reads
For Λ = 0, we recover the well-known result for Einstein gravity without a cosmological constant [25, 48] . For Λ = 0, we compare with the calculation in [26] , which is performed on an Einstein space. In view of (5) and (110) this is equivalent to the equation of motion
Therefore, on shell (111) reduces to
where V (M) is the volume of M and χ(M) the Euler characteristic of M,
The result (113) is in perfect agreement with [26] . Since the spectrum of the Laplacian on a sphere is known explicitly, the one-loop effective action can be evaluated by the zeta function technique. In combination with the irreducible decomposition (82), this zeta function technique is used in [31] to calculate the oneloop effective action for f (R) gravity on a de Sitter background. We extract the one-loop divergences from the result presented in [31] , Eq. (3.33), by focusing on the contributions proportional to ln(ℓ 2 R 0 /12). Here, ℓ is a reference scale with dimension of length. Since the authors have chosen a different gauge, we compare the gaugeindependent on shell result. Inserting the logarithmic contributions from Eqs. (B.29), (B.35) and (B.38) into Eq. (3.33) and using the on shell relation (67), we find
According to [31] , N tot 0 is the total number of zero modes.
7 The f -dependent structures coincide with our on shell result (68) . However, the f -independent structure seems to be incompatible with (68) , as it would require N tot 0 = −24.
C. Comparison with the f (R) truncation in the functional renormalization group
We recover the one-loop result on a de Sitter background from the functional renormalization group flow of f (R) gravity similar to the procedure described e.g. in [62] [63] [64] . The Wetterich equation describes the functional renormalization group flow of the effective averaged action Γ k with respect to the momentum scale k [34, 35] ,
Here t = ln(k/µ) is the logarithmic scale with the arbitrary reference scale µ and R k is a scale-dependent regulator function. In the one-loop approximation the Wetterich equation reduces to [51] ,
This corresponds to a replacement of the full effective action Γ k by its one-loop approximation S + Γ left-hand side of (117) and a replacement of the effective action Γ k by the "bare" action on the right-hand side of (117). In [51] , the functional trace in (117) is calculated for the f (R) truncation. Equations (113)-(114) in [51] are expressed in terms of the dimensionless variables
We extract the one-loop result from Eq. (113) in [51] by neglecting the explicit scale dependence of f , that is by setting
Restoring the original dimensionful quantities R and f n by introducing explicit factors of the momentum scale k, we integrate the flow from the UV scale k = Λ down to the reference scale k = µ and obtain the one-loop approximation of the effective action:
The resulting expression for the effective action contains contributions that diverge as Λ → ∞,
log are quartic, quadratic and logarithmic divergent contributions respectively. As dimensional regularization annihilates all power law divergences, only the logarithmic divergent part is relevant for the comparison to our result. It is isolated by expanding the integrand ∂ k Γ 1 k around k = ∞, and extracting the terms proportional to k −1 . In this way we find
On shell, this reduces to
Identifying ln Λ 2 /µ 2 = 1/ε, this expression agrees with our on shell result on de Sitter space (68). 
VII. CONCLUSION
Our main result is the calculation of the divergent part of the one-loop effective action for f (R) gravity on an arbitrary background. This generalizes previous calculations of quantum corrections in f (R) gravity, which have been restricted to constant curvature backgrounds. Allowing for arbitrary backgrounds increases the complexity of the one-loop calculation considerably, but permits us to access the individual coefficients of the quadratic curvature invariants and the structures involving derivatives of the Ricci scalar.
Our result is relevant for cosmological f (R) theories, as it allows to investigate the influence of quantum corrections on the dynamics of a time-dependent FriedmannRobertson-Walker background. Other interesting applications include the study of black hole solutions in f (R) gravity. Note, that on shell the derivative structures in (61) also contribute to the renormalization of the f (R) structure. On constant curvature backgrounds these contributions are absent as they are proportional to algebraic on shell condition E 0 and vanish.
We have represented our main result in terms of three different bases in the space of invariants in order to perform the on shell reduction and de Sitter reduction. As an internal consistency check of our method, we have repeated the calculation directly in de Sitter space-once with the same method as for the calculation on an arbitrary background, and once by a decomposition of the fluctuation field into its irreducible components. All results on de Sitter space are consistent with the de Sitter reduction of the result for arbitrary backgrounds. In addition, we have compared our result with previous calculations in f (R) gravity. We find perfect agreement with the one-loop calculations for Einstein gravity [25, 48] and Einstein gravity with a cosmological constant [26] . We also coincide with the exact renormalization group analysis, obtained for the f (R) truncation on a de Sitter background [51] . Apart from the coefficient for the findependent structure, we also agree with the one-loop result for f (R) gravity in de Sitter space of [31] .
Besides the main result, our calculation contains an interesting technical aspect. Standard perturbative heatkernel methods for UV divergences are based on an expansion around the principal part of the fluctuation operator. These methods fail if the principal symbol is degenerate, which is the case for f (R) gravity where the degeneracy is a result of the dyadic structure of the principal part. The technique developed in this article turns this drawback into an advantage. In fact, as discussed in detail in Sec. II B, the dyadic structure is the essential element of our technique and allows us to complete the calculation in the first place. Moreover, it naturally organizes the calculation in a transparent way, by subdividing it into the evaluation of three functional traces (37) and thereby isolates the contribution of the additional higher-derivative scalar degree of freedom.
Finally, since our result captures all one-loop structures, it provides the basis for an investigation of the equivalence between f (R) gravity and scalar-tensor theories at the one-loop quantum level, which we address in a separate publication [65] .
The formalism involves the general structure of a vector bundle V over a d = 4 dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g). Fields φ are elements of the space of smooth sections F = C ∞ (V) of V. In local coordinates we identify a field φ by its components φ A (x), where A, B, . . . are the bundle indices,
In addition, we assume that V is endowed with a metric compatible, torsion-free affine connection ∇. Throughout the paper, we denote matrix valued operators L :
On the space of fields F , we define an inner product
where the bundle metric γ AB satisfies
For an operator L : F 1 → F 2 , the inner products on F 1 and F 2 allow us to define the (formal) adjoint
Here, 1 → δ A B is the identity operator and R µν → R A µν B is the bundle curvature, defined by the commutator
The reduction of the general formalism to the case of symmetric rank-two tensor fields h µν , vector fields ξ µ and scalar fields ϕ is summarized in Table I . The explicit expression for the ultralocal, dedensitized DeWitt metric γ µν,ρσ and its inverse γ µν,ρσ are
One-loop divergences
The fundamental fluctuation operator
Note that the delta function δ(x, x ′ ) has density weight zero in the first argument x and unit weight at x ′ . The one-loop effective action is expressed as the sum of three functional traces for the gauge-fixed fluctuation operator F, the ghost operator Q and the Nielsen-Kallosh operator O,
The ghost contribution enters twice with opposite sign, due to the Grassmannian nature of the ghost field and the antighost field. The Nielsen-Kallosh operator only gives a nontrivial contribution to the one-loop divergences in case it involves derivatives. The functional trace of a two point tensor T A B (x, y) involves integration over its coincidence limit and the internal bundle trace tr,
For a minimal second-order operator with potential P,
the divergent part of the functional trace Tr ln L can be calculated by the heat-kernel-based Schwinger-DeWitt technique [48, 66] . In dimensional regularization divergences are isolated as poles in dimension ε = 2 − d/2 for d → 4. The one-loop divergences can be given in closed form [66] ,
Here, a 2 is the coincidence limit x ′ → x of the second Schwinger-DeWitt coefficient
where t.d. denotes total derivatives.
Universal functional traces
Any differential operator L can be represented as a sum of terms ordered according to the number of derivatives:
Here, the principal part D encompasses the highest derivative part, while all lower order derivative terms are collected in the differential operator Π. The components of the principal part read
We call an operator L minimal if its principal part is given by [D k ; otherwise we call it nonminimal. For nonminimal or higher order operators, the original Schwinger-DeWitt algorithm for minimal second-order operators (A13) has to be modified. In [48] the authors propose a generalization of the Schwinger-DeWitt algorithm, which is based on a perturbative expansion in Π. Essential for this perturbative treatment is the notion of background dimension M, which is understood as the mass dimension of the background tensorial coefficients of the differential operator. We write L = O(M k ) for an operator L, which has at least background dimension M k . The generalized Schwinger-DeWitt algorithm allows to reduce the calculation of divergences for nonminimal and higher order operators to the evaluation of a few tabulated universal functional traces (UFT) [48] for the second-order minimal operator ∆ + P, 
We denote the inverse of an operator L by 1/L, such that its bundle structure is indicated by the corresponding identity matrix 1 → δ A B . Different traces are characterized by the pair (p, n) and can be classified according to their degree of divergence:
In d = 4, divergent contributions arise for 0 ≤ χ div ≤ 4. For P = 0, the UFT were introduced and tabulated in [48, 67] . These traces were extended for P = 0 in [68] . We list all UFT with P = 0 appearing in our calculation: 
16π 2 ε
Note that since all the scalar UFT listed above have P = 0, we have suppressed the argument P .
Appendix B: Explicit coefficients of the operators B and X
Coefficients of the operator B
Below, we list the tensorial background coefficients of the operator B as defined in (50) . Without loss of generality, we have defined the B i as totally symmetric tensors.
9 Note that all coefficients B i are identically zero on a space of constant curvature such that B 0 ≡ 0. Therefore, the operator identity (76) essentially simplifies in de Sitter space. In d = 4, the coefficients read 
With these expressions, we calculate the divergent contributions of the trace over constrained fields for a generalized Laplacian ∆ + P with constant scalar potential P , 
